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Legislating Under the Influence
M O N E Y, P O W E R , A N D T H E A M E R I C A N L E G I S L AT I V E E X C H A N G E C O U N C I L

Some of the nation’s largest and richest companies, includ-

Along with all that, ALEC has a lengthy list of things it opposes, including

ing Wal-Mart, Coca-Cola, Koch Industries and AT&T, have

reform law, state minimum wage laws, and trade and public employee

federal and state environmental regulations, the new federal health care

Nearly $400 million in
campaign contributions

joined forces to invest millions of dollars each year to

unions.5

to state legislative

promote the careers of thousands of state legislators and

ALEC is a force. By the organization’s own account, about 180 of its model

candidates helps secure

secure passage of legislation that puts corporate interests

its highest-profile victories during 2011 in Wisconsin and Ohio, where

ahead of the interests of ordinary Americans.

bills are enacted in at least one state every year.6 ALEC scored some of

newly-elected Republican governors and legislators attacked budget
shortfalls with legislation that sharply restricts the bargaining power of

champions for
pro-business bills

public worker unions. The bills were passed just a few months after comThe American Legislative Exchange Council, also known as ALEC, counts among its members some 2,000 state

panies in ALEC’s leadership put more than $304,000 into the campaigns

legislators and corporate executives.1 They sit side-by-side and collaborate to draft “model” bills that reach

of Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker and Wisconsin state legislators, and spent

into areas of American life ranging from voting rights to environmental protection. Then they work in concert

more than $563,000 on Ohio Gov. John Kasich and lawmakers in the

to get those bills passed in statehouses across the country.2

Buckeye State. Both Walker and Kasich are ALEC alumni.

For example, legislators in at least seven states last year drew on a proposal drafted by ALEC to advance legis-

Common Cause examined ALEC’s political clout by analyzing campaign

lation withdrawing their states from regional agreements aimed at fighting global warming. ALEC also is a key

contributions from corporate treasuries, political action committees, and

player in a national drive to toughen voter ID laws, successful so far in 18 states.3 And in the wake of a series

executives and employees linked to the 22 companies represented on the

of Supreme Court decisions lowering barriers to corporate political spending, ALEC has encouraged states to

council’s “private enterprise board” during 2010.7 Those donors spent

reject bills that would require companies to get shareholder approval for their political contributions.4

more than $38 million on state politics during the 2009-10 election cycle.

In the past decade, ALEC’s corporate leaders have invested more than $370 million in state elections. Their

While an estimated 2,000 state legislators currently are members of ALEC,

money, and additional millions from other ALEC-aligned businesses, has financed campaigns for and against

they pay only $50 each – a total of $100,000 -- toward the organization’s

state ballot issues and helped elect thousands of state senators and representatives willing to champion ALEC

annual budget, now about $7 million.8 The rest comes from the board

bills at state capitols.

companies, foundations, and about 300 other businesses affiliated with
ALEC.

The money also has reinforced ALEC’s issue agenda, spelled out in the group’s model bills. Among other
things, ALEC supports public subsidies for private schools, the development of privately-owned prisons,
restrictions on the voting rights of thousands of college students and senior citizens and unlimited, secret
corporate spending on behalf of political candidates and parties.
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POLITICAL MONEY AND ALEC’S BUSINESS AGENDA
Common Cause found that just over 60 percent

$946,000 and $1.77 million, respectively, linked

Through their donations, ALEC’s corporate leaders help secure a receptive

-- $228.7 million -- of the state political contribu-

to firms represented on ALEC’s corporate board.

constituency for their legislation. For example:

tions made by ALEC’s leading firms since 2001

Texas Gov. Rick Perry, another ALEC alumnus and

was spent to influence the outcome of voter ref-

apparently the largest single recipient of ALEC-

An ALEC-drafted “Freedom of Choice in Health Care Act” and other bills

erenda on tobacco tax increases and prescription

linked funds, received more than $1.9 million

and resolutions that would largely negate the Obama administration’s

drug prices, among other issues

during the same period.

health care reform plan were introduced in 44 states from 2009-11,
according to the National Conference of State Legislatures.9 In the 18

The balance of the ALEC board’s political spend-

ALEC-affiliated firms also were players in the

states where at least one of those measures was approved, either as a

ing – $141.6 million – went to candidates for gov-

rise of Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal, giving him

state constitutional amendment or state law, ALEC-affiliated companies

ernor and other state offices and to state political

nearly $132,000 in the past decade. Other promi-

and their allies invested $15.1 million in legislative campaigns during the

party committees.

nent recipients of the group’s aid during that

2009-10 election cycle.

span include Govs. Chris Christie of New Jersey
By joining ALEC and supporting its model bills, leg-

($44,605), Mitch Daniels of Indiana ($401,798),

In Wisconsin, the $304,607 leading ALEC companies put into 2010 cam-

islators improve their chances of getting a slice of

Nikki Haley of South Carolina ($52,100) and Bob

paigns was felt far beyond Gov. Walker’s anti-union budget initiatives.

that money. During the past decade, Governors

McDonnell of Virginia ($427,222).

State legislators also agreed this year to cap – along lines suggested by

Walker and Kasich, and their Republican legisla-

ALEC -- the “punitive” damages that can be assessed in personal injury

tive allies in Wisconsin and Ohio have received

lawsuits. The caps could save millions of dollars for ALEC’s corporate
members. And despite pleas from consumer groups, Wisconsin lawmakers voted to deregulate the telecommunications industry, also along lines
promoted by ALEC.10

In Arizona, where firms on ALEC’s private enterprise board have put nearly
$16.6 million into state campaigns since 2001, the legislature attracted
national attention and sparked a bitter partisan debate when it passed
ALEC-backed legislation that gives state and local police new authority to
detain suspected illegal immigrants. An investigation by National Public
Radio found that one ALEC-member firm, the Corrections Corporation of
America (CCA), was a key player in the ALEC task force that drafted the
model bill that spawned Arizona’s law. CCA, which builds or runs prisons
in 21 states and reported 2010 revenues of $1.7 billion, has identified
immigrant detention as an emerging market.11
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Two major tobacco companies on ALEC’s pri-

-- last year rejected bills that would require

vate board, Altria and Reynolds American, have

companies to get shareholder approval for their

worked through ALEC to fight state regulations

political contributions. ALEC’s leading companies

on second-hand smoke, increased state taxes

have put nearly $16.5 million into legislative

on tobacco, and efforts to regulate tobacco

campaigns in those states since 2001.12

sales nationwide through the Food and Drug
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The ALEC private enterprise board is composed of

tion of ALEC’s total investment in state politics.

profit Center for Media and Democracy, which in July released an extensive

some of the nation’s and the world’s richest com-

The National Institute on Money in State Politics,

archive of ALEC records obtained from a disgruntled former ALEC member,

panies. In addition to tobacco giants Altria and

which gathered the campaign contribution data

indicates that all but 1 of 104 legislators in leadership positions in the group

Reynolds American, they include Koch Industries,

used for the Common Cause analysis, reported

are Republicans.15

Coca-Cola, Wal-Mart, AT&T, ExxonMobil, UPS,

last month that its own research indicates ALEC

and State Farm Insurance.

member companies have put more than $500
million into state campaigns since 1990.14

Drug manufacturers are particularly well-repre-

Common Cause’s review suggests that much of the political spending of
ALEC’s largest corporate backers can be linked to their business interests.

sented. The board includes lobbyists or execu-

The Common Cause analysis found that ALEC-

tives from Bayer, Johnson & Johnson, Pfizer and

affiliated companies are politically active in all 50

GlaxoSmithKline, as well as PhRMA, the drug

states. They’ve spent most heavily in California

industry’s trade association. The ALEC board’s

– more than $204 million since 2001 – and least

drug industry members alone have invested

– just under $58,000 -- in Rhode Island. They’ve

$134.2 million in state campaigns since 2001,

given most generously to Republicans -- $87.7

with more than half of the total, $76.4 million,

million since 2001 – but haven’t exactly scrimped

coming from PhRMA.

on Democrats -- $53.2 million. ALEC is officially
non-partisan and does not release the names of

Still, their money and the other contributions

POLITICAL MONEY AND ALEC’S IDEOLOGICAL AGENDA

most of its members, but research by the non-

tracked by Common Cause represent just a frac-

Altria and Reynolds American, for example, have spent nearly $100 million
over the past decade on efforts to defeat tobacco tax increase referenda
in Arizona, California and other states.

But ALEC-member donations to individual candidates and political parties
also put the group’s muscle behind an ideological agenda with little apparent connection to the big companies’ bottom lines

ALEC has been a major force behind a politically-charged drive to make
it harder for millions of Americans to vote. During 2010, the 22 firms on
ALEC’s private enterprise board put nearly $7.6 million into campaigns
in 12 states in which legislators later enacted bills to toughen voter
identification requirements. The bills were approved despite a dearth of
evidence that voter fraud is even close to becoming a significant problem.
Governors in five of the states ultimately vetoed the legislation.16

ALEC’s model bill on voter identification requires prospective voters to
produce a current picture ID from the state where they’re registered to
vote before they are allowed to vote. That provision could disenfranchise
thousands of students, licensed to drive in their home states but registered to vote in university communities in other states. It also could deny
the vote to people who rely on public transit and senior citizens who’ve
stopped driving and let their licenses expire. The bill permits those voters
to cast “provisional” ballots but their votes cannot be counted unless the
voter returns to the local voter registration office with a valid ID by the
Monday following Election Day.17

ALEC also has pushed “model” legislation that would offer tax-supported
“vouchers” to parents sending their children to private schools and state
tax credits to businesses and individuals that fund scholarships for stuThis chart illustrates how the 22 companies in ALEC’s leadership during 2010 have joined forces to spend $141 million on state
political parties and candidates over the past decade; 62 percent of the money went to Republicans and 38 percent to Democrats.

dents attending private schools.18
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– more than $204 million since 2001 – and least

drug industry members alone have invested

– just under $58,000 -- in Rhode Island. They’ve

$134.2 million in state campaigns since 2001,

given most generously to Republicans -- $87.7

with more than half of the total, $76.4 million,

million since 2001 – but haven’t exactly scrimped

coming from PhRMA.

on Democrats -- $53.2 million. ALEC is officially
non-partisan and does not release the names of

Still, their money and the other contributions

POLITICAL MONEY AND ALEC’S IDEOLOGICAL AGENDA

most of its members, but research by the non-

tracked by Common Cause represent just a frac-

Altria and Reynolds American, for example, have spent nearly $100 million
over the past decade on efforts to defeat tobacco tax increase referenda
in Arizona, California and other states.

But ALEC-member donations to individual candidates and political parties
also put the group’s muscle behind an ideological agenda with little apparent connection to the big companies’ bottom lines

ALEC has been a major force behind a politically-charged drive to make
it harder for millions of Americans to vote. During 2010, the 22 firms on
ALEC’s private enterprise board put nearly $7.6 million into campaigns
in 12 states in which legislators later enacted bills to toughen voter
identification requirements. The bills were approved despite a dearth of
evidence that voter fraud is even close to becoming a significant problem.
Governors in five of the states ultimately vetoed the legislation.16

ALEC’s model bill on voter identification requires prospective voters to
produce a current picture ID from the state where they’re registered to
vote before they are allowed to vote. That provision could disenfranchise
thousands of students, licensed to drive in their home states but registered to vote in university communities in other states. It also could deny
the vote to people who rely on public transit and senior citizens who’ve
stopped driving and let their licenses expire. The bill permits those voters
to cast “provisional” ballots but their votes cannot be counted unless the
voter returns to the local voter registration office with a valid ID by the
Monday following Election Day.17

ALEC also has pushed “model” legislation that would offer tax-supported
“vouchers” to parents sending their children to private schools and state
tax credits to businesses and individuals that fund scholarships for stuThis chart illustrates how the 22 companies in ALEC’s leadership during 2010 have joined forces to spend $141 million on state
political parties and candidates over the past decade; 62 percent of the money went to Republicans and 38 percent to Democrats.

dents attending private schools.18
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Because Kraft Foods is an Altria subsidiary, data for those firms was com-

the task forces.

bined in the text and charts in this report. One firm represented on the
board, centerpoint360 , reported no political spending and so it was not

ALEC’s nearly three dozen Washington staffers follow up on the drafting

included in the charts; centerpoint is a lobbying firm headed by W. Preston

meetings by providing member lawmakers with position papers and other

Baldwin, a former tobacco company executive who during 2010 served as

materials designed to help get the model bills enacted.21 The staff also

chairman of ALEC’s private enterprise board.

recruits additional legislators to join ALEC.
More than 130,000 individual contributions from all 50 states were loaded
ALEC does all this while denying that it is engaged in lobbying. Common

into a spreadsheet for the analysis and were reviewed to eliminate any

Cause has asked the Internal Revenue Service to review ALEC’s activities

duplicates. Donations linked to each company were made either directly

and consider whether the group may be violating the terms of its tax-

from its corporate treasury, a political action committee affiliated with

exempt status.22

the company, or by individuals identified in campaign finance reports as
company officers or employees.
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